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The Encyclopedia of Window Treatments is a must-have for anyone interested in home decor. Cross-references help the reader navigate an abundance of traditional and modern designs. Visually compelling with more than 1,000 full-color illustrations and photos, the book presents hundreds of window treatments: draperies, curtains, shades, valances, swags and cascades, and blinds and shutters. Features include:

- The most comprehensive collection of today's window treatment options in various configurations
- More than 1,000 full-color illustrations and photographs
- Visual glossary identifies various elements of window treatments
- Offers complementary pillow and tabletop ideas throughout
- Special section on measuring windows and estimating yardage
- Problem/Solution guide presents ideas for challenging window configurations
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**Customer Reviews**

If you need new window treatments, this is the book for you. It is filled with great pictures and ideas for any kind of window or door. Well worth the money. Arrived quickly and in great condition.

Best overview book of window treatments I’ve ever seen - and I’m in my sixties. Well organized with a wonderful presentation, the book was my Christmas gift to my nieces.

ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OUT THERE FOR SIMPLISTIC STYLES OF WINDOW
TREATMENTS. STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS ARE EASILY UNDERSTOOD. LETS YOU CREESE GREATNESS WITH EASE

Disappointed, thought would have patterns, or at least directions for making the different treatments....I must not have read the description as well as I should have.

If you are looking for window curtains for your home, don't pass up this book,...it has a lot of information and beautiful pictures

This book is packed with every kind of window treatment imaginable...and unimaginable!! I recommend it to anyone who wants a book they can page through for new ideas.

books received on time --- great condition and the best price around -- will order again as needed - as always very satisfied with accounts recommended by

just as i expected. this book gets the job done. :) its nice to have a visual tool that my clients can look at and get ideas when when doing window treatments.
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